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Abstract

 Purpose—Among older men, moderate and severe lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) are 

associated with increased fall risk compared to mild LUTS. Falls are a major risk factor for 

fractures. Therefore, we assessed associations of LUTS with fracture risk in community dwelling 

U.S. men aged 65 years or older.

 Materials and Methods—We conducted a prospective study in the Osteoporotic Fractures in 

Men (MrOS) cohort. Men were enrolled at six U.S. sites. The American Urological Association 

Symptom Index (AUA-SI), LUTS medication use, fracture risk factors and potential confounders 

were recorded at baseline and every two years thereafter for a total of four assessments. LUTS 

severity was categorized from the AUA-SI as mild (0–7 points), moderate (8–19 points), or severe 

(≥20 points). Associations of LUTS severity with fracture rate were estimated with hazard ratios 

(HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) from extended proportional hazards regression.

 Results—Among 5,989 men with baseline AUA-SI score and hip bone mineral density (BMD) 

measures, 745 incident non-spine fractures occurred during 43,807 person-years of follow-up. In a 
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multivariable model adjusted for age, enrollment site, baseline hip BMD, falls in the past year, and 

prevalent fracture before baseline, there were no significant associations of moderate (HR 0.9, 

95% CI 0.8–1.1) or severe (HR 1.0, 95% CI 0.8–1.3) LUTS with fracture risk. None of the 

individual LUTS assessed on the AUA-SI including nocturia and urgency was associated with 

increased fracture risk.

 Conclusions—In this cohort of older US men, LUTS were not independently associated with 

fracture risk.

Keywords

lower urinary tract symptoms; male; aged; fractures; bone

 Introduction

Moderate to severe lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) occur among 1 in 3 men over age 

40 years in the United States (US).1 LUTS prevalence rises with age, to at least 25% of men 

age 60 years or older and to 70% of men aged 80 years or older having moderate or severe 

symptoms.1–3 In addition to their well-characterized urological morbidities, moderate and 

severe LUTS exert a substantial negative impact on non-urologic aspects of health including 

quality of life, instrumental activities of daily living, depression, and mortality.2, 4–7 Given 

the expected increase in the size of the elderly male population,8 further elucidating the 

negative consequences of LUTS on overall health may substantially improve health care 

delivery in this population.

LUTS also are associated with increased risk of falls in older men.9–11 Bone fractures are 

one of the most serious injuries resulting from a fall.12 Therefore, we reasoned that LUTS 

may be positively associated with fracture risk in this population as well. Adaptive behaviors 

to symptoms that prompt potentially risky physical reactions and could cause a fall would be 

the most likely mechanism by which LUTS would increase fracture risk. For example, 

urinary urgency may provoke sudden, impulsive movements to avoid social embarrassment, 

and nocturia may disrupt sleep patterns and compel affected individuals to rise repeatedly 

from a recumbent position to navigate darkened environments.13

The possible association of LUTS with fracture risk has received limited attention. Two 

small prospective studies have suggested positive associations of nocturia with risk of hip 

fracture.14,15 However, in the absence of larger studies assessing other urinary symptoms 

and controlling for confounding effects of age, comorbidities, and established risk factors for 

fractures, associations of LUTS with fracture risk in older men remain unclear. Therefore, 

we investigated the association of LUTS severity with risk of incident fractures in a large 

cohort of older U.S. men. LUTS information was obtained with American Urological 

Association Symptom Index (AUA-SI), a validated instrument widely used in clinical 

practice and epidemiologic studies to assess the severity and bother of LUTS.16 We 

hypothesized that moderate or severe LUTS would be associated with increased fracture risk 

compared to mild LUTS, independently of established fracture risk factors.
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 Materials and Methods

The Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS) Study is a prospective cohort study designed to 

identify risk factors for falls, fractures, and prostate disease among community-dwelling 

older U.S. men. As described previously,17 men age 65 years or older, able to walk 

unassisted by another person, and possessing at least one natural hip (for bone density 

measurement) were eligible. From March 2000 through April 2002, 5,994 participants 

completed the baseline questionnaire and in-person visit at one of six academic medical 

centers in Birmingham AL, Minneapolis MN, Palo Alto CA, Pittsburgh PA, Portland OR, 

and San Diego CA. Participants alive and active in MrOS were contacted about every two 

years to update their information in 2002–2004, 2005–2006, 2007–2009, and 2009–2011 

(Figure 1). At each assessment, 96% or more participated. Institutional Review Boards at 

each institution approved the study. All participants gave written informed consent.

Self-reported items obtained only at baseline were race, education, history of problem 

drinking,18 history of fracture after age 50 years, history of prostate cancer, and daily 

average dietary intake of vitamin D (IU/day), calcium (mg/day), and caffeine (mg/day) 

estimated from food frequency questionnaire.19

The AUA-SI,16 prostatitis history, BPH history, medications, health history, and most other 

self-report measures were obtained at all four assessments from baseline through 2007–2009 

(Figure 1). LUTS were defined from the AUA-SI score as mild (0–7 points), moderate (8–19 

points) or severe (20–35 points).16 Urinary bother were categorized as 0–2 (low), 3, and 4–6 

(high).16 BPH history included treatment with medications or with laser surgery or 

transurethral resection of the prostate.

Prescription medications and supplements were inventoried from containers at each 

assessment and matched to ingredients based on the Iowa Drug Information Service IDIS 

Drug Vocabulary (College of Pharmacy, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA).20 Urologic 

medications were defined as inventory listing of alpha-blockers, urinary antispasmodics, 

anticholinergics, or 5-alpha-reductase inhibitors. Herbal supplements for LUTS was 

classified as self-report or inventory listing of saw palmetto, South African star grass, 

stinging nettle, rye grass pollen, pumpkin seed, or African plum. Because of their 

association with fracture, diuretics (thiazide, loop, and potassium sparing), statins (HMG-

CoA reductase inhibitors), and central nervous system (CNS) medications (antiepileptics, 

benzodiazepines, antidepressants, opioids, sedatives) were also coded.21–23

Other repeat self-reported items used in this analysis included marital status, living situation; 

history of physician-diagnosed hypertension, major heart diseases, diabetes, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease, stroke, and osteoporosis; and falls in the past 12 months. 

Lifestyle factors included cigarette smoking, current alcohol consumption, and physical 

activity obtained with the Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE).24 Self-rated health 

and health-related quality of life were obtained with the Short Form-12 (SF-12) Physical 

Component (PCS) and Mental Component (MCS) scores.25 Depressive symptoms were 

defined as MCS ≤50 points.26 Mobility limitation was defined as self-report of difficulty 

walking 2–3 blocks outside or climbing 10 steps without aids.27
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In-person measures were obtained at the baseline, 2005–2006, and 2007–2009 visits as 

described previously.17, 21 Briefly, total hip bone mineral density (BMD) (g/cm2) was 

obtained by dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (QDR 4500W, Hologic Inc., Waltham MA 

USA). Body mass index (kg/m2) was calculated from height and weight measured by study 

staff and categorized as normal (<25.0 kg/m2), overweight (25.0–29.9 kg/m2), or obese (≥ 

30 kg/m2). Physical performance measures (balance, repeated chair stand time, and grip 

strength) were assessed by study staff.

 Fracture follow-up and other endpoints

Every four months after their baseline visit, participants report fractures and new prostate 

cancer diagnoses by brief questionnaires or by telephone with study staff. Reports of these 

events were centrally adjudicated with medical records and fracture radiographs. Date of 

death was confirmed with death certificates. Endpoint ascertainment was over 99% 

complete.

 Study cohort and analyses

From the 5,994 participants, we excluded 4 missing baseline AUA-SI and 1 missing a hip 

BMD measure, leaving 5,989 for analysis. Distributions of baseline factors were examined 

according to LUTS severity status using chi-square tests for categorical variables, one-way 

analysis of variance for normally distributed continuous variables, and the Kruskal-Wallis 

test for nonnormally distributed continuous variables.

For this analysis, participants were followed from their baseline visit date to the date of first 

non-spine fracture, death, voluntary withdrawal from MrOS, or fifth study assessment, 

whichever occurred first. LUTS severity was updated at the start of each assessment and 

person-time allocated accordingly. Incidence rates of non-spine fracture were then calculated 

as the number of fractures divided by accumulated person-time in each LUTS severity 

category. The association of LUTS severity with non-spine fracture rates was modeled using 

hazard ratios (HR) and their 95% confidence intervals (CI). LUTS severity status and other 

time varying variables were updated in the models. Baseline in-person visit measures were 

carried forward to the 2002–2004 assessment, for which subjects completed only a 

questionnaire. To directly control for confounding by age, we used age as the underlying 

time scale (instead of calendar time).28 To account for possible bias in fracture rates due to 

attrition from mortality, we used the Fine-Gray competing risks regression framework29 with 

death as the competing event. Multivariable models were first controlled for study 

enrollment site, and then for major established fracture risk factors (low BMD, prevalent 

fracture before baseline, and fall history). We further evaluated as potential confounders 

several other fracture risk factors including white race, physical performance, mobility 

limitations, obesity, and use of diuretics, CNS medications and statins.

In sensitivity analyses, the adjusted HRs were comparable when baseline hip BMD was fit in 

place of updated hip BMD. Likewise, HRs also were not materially different when self-

reported mobility limitation was fit in place of the physical performance measures. Thus, for 

parsimony, we present results controlled for baseline BMD and for mobility limitation. Men 

with missing medication information were coded as non-users, because results with this 
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coding were similar to results excluding the missing observations. We repeated the main 

analyses among men with no prostate cancer history and among men with no fracture 

history. We also estimated HR for each individual symptom item on the AUA-SI. Finally, we 

conducted analyses stratified by current prescription urologic medications use and by BPH 

history.

 Results

At baseline, 7%, 39% and 54% of the participants reported severe, moderate, and mild 

LUTS, respectively (Table 1). Compared with men with mild LUTS, men with severe LUTS 

were older on average and had lower average total hip BMD; the highest percentages with 

low BMD, fracture history, falls in the past year, mobility limitations, depressive symptoms, 

and use of CNS medications; and had worse physical performance (Table 1). However, 

dietary intake of vitamin D and calcium was highest among men with severe LUTS. 

Additionally, men with severe LUTS generally had a more adverse urological history, higher 

prevalence of most comorbidities, smoking and problem drinking; and lower average 

physical activity and quality of life scores (Supplemental Table 1).

During 43,807 person-years of follow-up, 745 men had a confirmed incident non-spine 

fracture. Fracture rates (number of incident fractures) according to LUTS severity were 

16.3/1000 person-years (364 fractures) for none/mild, 17.1/1000 person-years (309 

fractures) for moderate, and 21.6/1000 person-years (72 fractures) for severe symptoms.

During follow-up, 13% of the cohort had a first fracture and 20% died with no fracture. 

Death was a competing risk for fracture regardless of LUTS severity (Figure 2), confirming 

the need to account for death in the multivariable analysis.

After adjustment for age (time scale) and enrollment site, severe LUTS, but not moderate 

LUTS, was weakly associated with increased rate of non-spine fracture compared to mild 

LUTS (Table 2). Adjustment for low baseline total hip BMD, baseline fracture history, and 

fall history—the major established fracture risk factors—completely attenuated this 

association. These results were not materially affected by final adjustments for other fracture 

risk factors (mobility limitation, white race, CNS medication use). Moreover, further 

adjustment for urinary bother did not materially change these results (data not shown). 

Results remained null when analyses were restricted to men with no past or incident prostate 

cancer diagnosis, as well as to men with no history of fractures after age 50 years. Moreover, 

none of the individual LUTS assessed on the AUA-SI was associated with increased fracture 

risk (Table 3).

It might be expected that any association of LUTS and fracture risk would be apparent only 

in men with untreated symptoms. However, we observed no association of LUTS severity 

with risk of incident non-spine fracture according to current prescription urologic 

medication use (Supplemental Table 2). Likewise, the association of LUTS and fracture risk 

remained null in all categories of self-reported history of BPH diagnosis and treatment.
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 Discussion

Contrary to our hypothesis, neither the unadjusted nor adjusted fracture incidence rates were 

significantly higher among men with moderate or severe LUTS compared with rates among 

men with mild LUTS. Nocturia, urgency and other individual LUTS were also not 

associated with increased fracture risk. Even among men with no previous fracture history 

and men not currently using prescription urologic medications, the association of LUTS 

severity and fracture risk remained null.

Despite the high prevalence of LUTS in older men, there is a paucity of prospective data on 

urinary symptoms and fracture risk in this population. Previous prospective studies have 

been small, examined only hip fractures, and included younger men in whom fracture rates 

are low. For example, among 1,820 Austrian men with mean age of 52 years, the association 

between LUTS severity and hip fracture could not be estimated, because none of the men 

with severe LUTS had hip fractures despite 6 years of follow-up.14 Two studies observed 

that the risk of hip fracture was 2-fold greater among men reporting at least two night-time 

voids compared with men who had fewer.14,15 However, due to small numbers of hip 

fractures (24 in Austrian men and 13 in Japanese men), these associations were compatible 

with the null and these studies likely were underpowered.14,15 Moreover, neither of these 

studies collected information on hip BMD, fall history, or other fracture risk factors which 

may have confounded the published results.

Although our results appear to contradict prior reports, the present study has several features 

that distinguish it from previous work in this field. First, instead of a single urinary 

symptom, we used the AUA-SI to obtain information on the cluster of urinary disorders that 

manifest as LUTS. LUTS severity as measured by the validated AUA-SI, provides a robust 

metric for evaluating the association with fracture risk. Second, to reduce misclassification 

of LUTS severity which can change over time, we updated LUTS status throughout the 

follow-up period. Third, we studied all non-spine fractures, not just hip fractures, because 

other fractures such as of the rib or wrist are also associated with substantial morbidity. 

Fourth, our analyses accounted for competing risks from death29 and controlled for 

confounding by established fracture risk factors not considered in earlier studies. Finally, we 

captured a large number of fracture events (several times greater than in previous studies), 

which improved the precision of the HR estimates and increased the statistical power.

Reasons that severe LUTS were not an independent risk factor for non-spine fractures in this 

cohort deserve consideration. The most likely reason pertains to competing risk from death. 

Our data show that at older ages, men with severe LUTS were more likely to die than to 

fracture. A related possibility is confounding by age. Although we observed that the crude 

non-spine fracture incidence rate was highest among men with severe LUTS, the rate did not 

differ significantly from that among men with mild LUTS after accounting for age and 

established fracture risk factors. Further, uncontrolled confounding also could have resulted 

in spurious association of LUTS and fall risk reported previously.9–11 Finally, even if severe 

LUTS are an independent risk factor for falls, it is possible that the types of falls most likely 

to result in a fracture (e.g. sideways or straight down onto the hip, backward onto the 

wrist)30 do not vary by LUTS severity.
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There are at least three potential limitations of this study. First, during follow-up, 

participants intermittently opted to complete only the questionnaire portion of the study 

assessments due to health or other reasons. This resulted in missing data on bone density and 

physical performance measures. However, in sensitivity analyses restricted to men with 

complete data, the LUTS and fracture association remained null. Second, we did not obtain 

clinical urological metrics in the cohort, such as urinary flow and post-void residual volume. 

However, these measures would not necessarily have imparted additional insight to this 

investigation, because our goal was to understand the impact of LUTS as represented by the 

AUA-SI on fracture risk. Finally, MrOS is comprised of generally healthy community 

dwelling older Caucasian male volunteers, so these results may not apply to older non-

Caucasian men, to younger men, or to women.

 Conclusions

LUTS are highly prevalent among older men and have documented impacts on non-

urological health, including falls, in this population. However, the association of LUTS 

severity with fracture risk was null.

 Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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 Key Definitions

AUA-SI American Urological Association Symptom Index

BMD bone mineral density

BPH benign prostatic hyperplasia

CI Confidence Interval

CNS central nervous system

HR Hazard ratio

LUTS Lower urinary tract symptoms

MrOS Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study

US United States
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Figure 1. 
Timeline of Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study (MrOS) assessments used in this analysis. 

The repeated American Urologic Association Symptom Index time points are shown along 

with numbers of cohort members alive and free from fracture at the start of each assessment 

interval. During follow-up, 13% of men in the analytic cohort had a first fracture, 20% died 

with no fracture, and 2% voluntarily withdrew before death or fracture. Refusal to 

participate in an assessment ranged from 1%–2%; however, men who refused returned to the 

analysis cohort if they participated in a subsequent assessment.

Abbreviations: AUA-SI, American Urological Association Symptom Index
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Figure 2. 
Cumulative incidence of first non-spine fracture and of death without fracture during follow-

up among community dwelling older men: the MrOS study.
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Table 1

Distributions at baseline of potential fracture risk factors according to lower urinary tract symptom severity 

among 5989 community dwelling men aged 65 years or older: the MrOS study.

Baseline characteristic

None/Mild
N=3,236
(54%)

Moderate
N=2,355
(39%)

Severe
N=398
(7%) P-value

Age, mean (s.d.) 73.2 (5.8) 74.2 (5.9) 74.6 (6.2) <0.001

Total hip BMD (g/cm2), mean (s.d.) 0.963
(0.139)

0.950
(0.141)

0.960
(0.148)

0.004

Total hip BMD <1 s.d. below cohort mean (%) 18.1 16.8 13.9 0.003

History of diagnosed osteoporosis (%) 2.5 4.3 7.0 <0.0001

History of fracture after age 50 years (%) 20.4 25.0 27.1 <0.0001

History of falls in the past year (%) 17.8 24.5 28.1 <0.0001

Unable to perform narrow walk (%) 7.2 9.9 12.5 <0.0001

Time to complete 5 chair stands (s), mean (s.d.)* 10.9 (3.1) 11.3 (3.4) 11.8 (4.0) <0.0001

  Unable to complete 5 chair stands (%) 2.6 3.3 4.8 0.03

Grip strength (kg), mean (s.d)* 39.0 (8.1) 38.1 (8.1) 37.4 (8.3) <0.0001

  Unable to perform grip strength (%) 1.2 2.3 2.3 0.005

Mobility limitation (%)† 10.6 16.6 26.0 <0.0001

Depressive symptoms (%)‡ 12.9 19.7 23.6 <0.0001

BMI categories 0.51

  <25.0 kg/m2 (%) 27.9 27.1 24.9

  25.0–29.9 kg/m2 (%) 50.9 51.7 50.8

  ≥30 kg/m2 (%) 21.2 21.2 24.4

Dietary vitamin D intake (IU/day), median 422 437 446 0.002

Dietary calcium intake (mg/day), median 975 1023 1061 0.0001

Statin prescription medication use (%) 25.4 26.7 28.4 0.32

CNS active prescription medication use (%) 10.1 14.3 18.6 <0.0001

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; BMI, body mass index; CNS, central nervous system.

*
Among men able to complete the measure.

†
Self-report of difficulty walking 2–3 blocks outside on level ground or difficulty climbing 10 stairs.24

‡
Depressive symptoms defined as SF-12 mental component score <50 points.23
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Table 2

Associations of LUTS severity with non-spine fracture among 5,989 community dwelling US men age 65 year 

or older: the MrOS study.

LUTS Severity*

Unadjusted estimates None/Mild Moderate Severe

Person-years 22,386 18,087 3,334

Cases 364 309 72

Fracture rate/1000 person-years 16.3 17.1 21.6

Modelling results—entire cohort Hazard Ratio (95% confidence interval)

Adjusted for age and enrollment site† 1.0 (Referent) 1.0 (0.8, 1.2) 1.2 (0.9, 1.5)

Further adjusted for fracture risk factors‡ 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.8,1.1) 1.0 (0.8, 1.3)

Fully adjusted§ 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.7, 1.0) 0.9 (0.7, 1.2)

Modelling results—restricted cohorts

No diagnosed prostate cancer§ 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.7, 1.0) 1.0 (0.7, 1.3)

No fracture history after age 50 yrs‖ 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.7, 1.1) 1.1 (0.8, 1.6)

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density LUTS, lower urinary tract symptoms.

*
Defined from AUA-SI score as 0–7 for none/mild, 8–19 for moderate, and 20–35 for severe.16 LUTS severity category was updated at the start of 

each assessment.

†
Age was adjusted by using it as the time scale.

‡
Adjusted for baseline fracture history, baseline total hip BMD <1 s.d. below the cohort mean, and history of falls in past 12 months.

§
Adjusted for enrollment site, baseline fracture history after age 50 years, baseline total hip BMD <1 s.d. below the cohort mean, history of falls in 

past 12 months, mobility limitation, current use of central nervous system active medication, and white race.

‖
Adjusted for variables in fully adjusted model except for baseline fracture history after age 50.
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Table 3

Associations of individual LUTS frequency with non-spine fracture among older men: the MrOS study.

Hazard Ratios (95% CI)* for Symptom Frequency†

Lower Urinary Tract Symptom Does not have
symptom

Less than half
the time

Half the time or
more

Sense of incomplete emptying 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.8, 1.1) 1.0 (0.8, 1.2)

Frequency 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.8, 1.1) 0.9 (0.7, 1.1)

Intermittent urinary stream 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.7, 1.0) 0.9 (0.8, 1.1)

Urgency to urinate 1.0 (Referent) 1.0 (0.9, 1.2) 1.0 (0.8, 1.2)

Weak urinary stream 1.0 (Referent) 0.9 (0.8, 1.1) 1.0 (0.8, 1.2)

Push or strain to start urination 1.0 (Referent) 1.0 (0.8, 1.2) 1.0 (0.7, 1.4)

0–1 2–3 4 – 5 or more

Nocturia (times per night) 1.0 (Referent) 1.0 (0.9, 1.2) 1.0 (0.8, 1.3)

*
Adjusted for enrollment site, baseline fracture history, baseline total hip BMD <1 s.d. below the cohort mean, and history of falls in past 12 

months. Age was adjusted by using it as the time scale.

†
Symptoms obtained from the AUA-SI.16 The symptom frequency category was updated at the start of each assessment.
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